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Note: This is only to be used to report spam, advertising and problematic (harassment, wrestling, or rude) messages. UPDATE: Due to heavy traffic, our site is experiencing a lot of problems. Mainly because of our hosting. This is being worked out and must be fixed within 24 hours. Sorry for the inconvenience! Follow @TheNBA2KW on Twitter for official updates! tables and writing builds in your notebook?
Well, NBA2KW has the answer! We have developed a tool for the entire 2K community and we will keep it up to date as new information releases. This tool has the most detailed analysis of each build, including performance indicators, icon information, attribute caps, speed-enhancing information, contact dunks, and you can even save/share your build with anyone! Please comment below your thoughts on
what we should change/add. We are working on collecting all secondary icons for all 189 archetypes as soon as 2K18 drops! After that, we will work on the reverse engineering of the algorithm that 2K uses to account for height/weight in attributes. Support us by following us on Twitter! please feel free to ask and we will answer them as soon as we can! Page 2Posted by3 years ago 124 comments Follow us
on Twitter to update Buy icon icon: Basic Skills (i'1) Secondary Skills (i'1) General Data: Efficiency based on a user formula associated with any other build can accelerate the increase? (zero!) archData?getSpeedBoost (i) : Level 4 Dribble Moves? (zero!) archData?getDribbleMoves (i) : Sports Contact Dunks? (zero!) archData?getContactDunks (i) : Big Man Contact Dunks? (zero!) archData?
getBigContactDunks (i) : ArchDatainame is rated getPosRank (archDataiid) (chosenFi's arch Datai name Archdada rank / 189 common archetypes archdata has archData (archData) overallEfficiency () general data of the efficiency icon: Efficiency is based on a custom formula associated with any other archData build inumHOF HOF (archData) numGold () GOLD icons (archData) archData. inumBronze
BRONZE icons archDatai totalBadges TOTAL icons archData badgeEfficiency BADGE EFFICIENCY Secondary icons: ATTRIBUTE UPGRADE BLOCKS. The maximum value is 25. The first issue is the initial cover. Second, the max cover. (isNull (chosenHeight) - is Null (chosenArch)) Build 1 : (isNull (chosenHeight) ? : (selectedHeight.0.split)) ) archData 0name (isNull (selectedHeight) Build 2 : (isNull
(chosenHeight) ? : (selectedHait.split))) IsNull (chosen ByArch) is Null (chosen byArch). Build 3 : (isNull (chosenHeight) ? : (selectedHeight.split $index $index)) 1) getArchetypStat ($index, 2) TOTAL INITIAL CAPS (archData) TotalItitial ArchData (archData) TotalItital ArchData 2 totalInitial totalMax (total) , archData1totalMax (archData) totalMax (ATTRIBUTE EFFICIENCY)0attributeEfficiency Max STAT
COMPARISONS (isNull (chosenHeight) isNull (chosen ByArch) isNull (chosen ByPos) Build 1 : (isNull (chosenHeight) ? : (selectedHeight.0.split)) ) archData 0name (isNull (selectedHeight) Build 2 : (isNull (chosenHeight) ? : (selectedHeight.split))) ) archData 1name (isNull (chosenHeight) Build 3 : (isNull (chosenHeight) ? : (chosenheight.split $index). attributes: $index: attributes) $index? attributes: $index :
(attributes) long $index? attributes : $index NBA 2K21 continues to perform better even a month after release, and we are fast approaching the next generation gameplay with the release of PS5, Xbox Series X and Xbox Series S.With all these actions on top of the news in MyTEAM, The Park and the new patch, there is a lot to go! Here are all the latest developments around NBA 2K21. Breaking News Next-Gen Gameplay Features Revealed2K has released a Courtside Report detailing all new gameplay features for the next generation. STUNNING: NBA 2K21 graphics on next-generation consoles look absolutely amazing there are a ton of new features for shooting, dribbling, passing, and protection that all give you more control and more realistic on-court traffic. Read on for our breakdown of all the
new next generation features here! Next-gen is set to be a true difference-maker for the series - and will offer the most realistic NBA sim experience yet! Latest Patch - Update #3 brings Halloween 2K BeachIt in October and an update #3 landed, which means Halloween is coming! To celebrate there are themed decors throughout the area. The new update also brings updates to more than 60 players,
some gameplay fixes, and improvements to MyTEAM, MyLEAGUE, and MyCAREER. Next-Gen Gameplay TrailerOn first look at NBA 2K21's next-generation gameplay here! UPGRADE: The next-generation cover star looks right at home on next-generation consolesIgre gets a stunning lift on mighty machines, so you don't want to This is. NOW WATCH BELOW - NBA 2K21 ON NEXT-GENThe trailer
shows footage taken from work while building the game on PS5. From Steph Curry's cappuccino to whistling net, it's all sensational. ReviewNBA 2K21 has been around for almost a month, so we had time to pick through the game and all its new features. VERDICT - Our thoughts on 2K21's NBA! You can read our review here, including its numerous massive updates from the day of release. The cover of
Stars and EditionsNBA 2K21 gives players some difficult choices when it comes to publications. The current Gen Standard edition of NBA 2K21 is now live! While you'll be able to play the Current-Gen Standard version on next-generation reverse-compatible consoles, there are not enough exclusive features that come in the next generation version. BUY NOW: NBA 2K21 Current-Gen Standard Edition
from AmazonThe Next-Gen Standard Edition NBA 2K21 will be available on next-generation consoles. ROOKIE LEGEND: Sion Williamson earned a spot on the cover in his very first NBA seasonThis features new exclusive features including those that were announced in the first of three Courtside Reports - which showed gameplay features that we reviewed in depth here. LEGEND: Kobe takes its legal
throne with Mamba Forever EditionThe Mamba Forever Edition NBA 2K21 is a package offer that allows players to play the current generation version now, and enjoy new exclusive next-generation features upon the arrival of the next generation of consoles. BUY NOW: NBA 2K21 Mamba Forever Edition by AmazonBadges and MyPLAYER BuildsNBA 2K21 have already shaken the world MyPLAYER
builds for the park and PRO-AM. BUILDING BLOCKS: Icons are the basis for your successIt includes changes in icons, new stat pies, and more. While NBA 2K21 MyPLAYER progression will not be carried over to the next generation, it is important to nail myPLAYER build by choosing the right icons, acquisitions, and stats. With that in mind, you can look at our guides for the best MyPLAYER builds where
we cover everything from creation to hitting the park! Xbox Series XNBA 2K21 on Xbox Series X will be the first version of the game to be played on next-generation consoles since the console drops on November 10. MAKE YOUR CHOICE: Xbox Series X is a premium option, but the S Series is competitive on a budgetIf you still want to get a console on release day, it's time to get pre-order in. PREORDER XBOX SERIES X FROM AMAZONPRE-ORDER XBOX SERIES S FROM AMAZONJust keep in mind that the next-generation consoles have had serious stock problems for pre-releases, so you need to be quick to secure your order. PS5S are good in NBA 2K21 now, but that hasn't stopped fans from wondering how the game will be played on the PS5. CRISP: Boban Marjanovic looks fantastic on
PS5Sony's PS5 Showcase has released some great info for Generation console, including its prices! HEAD START: Some regions will get PS5 ahead of others thanks to chess releaseThe PS5 will retail at $499.99/449.99, and digital digital will retail at $399.99/359.99.PRE-ORDER YOUR PS5 EH. MyTEAMNBA 2K21 MyTEAM is one of the most hyped game modes of the series, as there is always a huge
new content around the corner. LEGENDARY: NBA 2K21 MyTEAM allows players to build dream teams from any era This is still a deal within a month of release, with the latest package introducing LeBron James and Magic Johnson! On top of the new kits and locker codes in MyTEAM, there's also always the new MyTEAM Limited Weekend League with a new roster capacity restrictions to challenge
players. If players succeed every weekend of the season, eventually they will receive massive Galaxy Opal awards. MyCAREERMyCAREER is one of the biggest improvements this year. GRIND: Players live grind in NBA 2K21 MyCAREER - Forging their way to leagueThe newest MyCAREER includes a very well-written storyline taking players through highschool, NCAA college basketball (featuring 8
schools to choose from) and many celebrity cameos as well. Along the way you will face some tough choices before you finally make it to the NBA draft. NBA 2K21 Soundtrack - 2K Beats: The SearchNBA 2K21 soundtrack is one of the strongest in the series! You can listen to the entire playlist here. PLUG IN: Hit the court with these artistsI for the next generation, 2K is hosting an event to find new artists
and songs to put in! It's called 2K Beats: Search, and will go through artist submissions from around the world in two different selection periods to come up with 20 new songs to play on the next gene! The first stage of the event ends on October 15, but the next wave will run until November 30. The Nov.
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